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VERBS DESCRIBING PHYSICAL APPEARANCE 

 

Look, seem  and appear are all used to describe what we think of people‟s appearance 

or what we imagine they are feeling. 

John looks/seems/appears sad. 

John  seems/appears to be sad. 

Mary looks like her mother. (General comparison - They are alike) 

John looks as if he hs enjoyed the party. (he has probably enjoyed it) 

John looks as if he had swum the Pcific. (He obviously hasn´t swum it. It is a 

hypothetical  comparison suggesting he is very tired or very wet) 

 

VERBS DESCRIBING PEOPLE’S CLOTHES 

 

Margie is wearing a blue dress. 

Margie is dressed in blue. 

Margie has a blue dress on. 

*We use carry only for clothes or objects we are holding in our hands: He is 

carrying an umbrella/ She is wearing glasses-a watch-gloves 

 

MY FRIEND, FRIEND OF MINE 

 

A friend of mine: “one of my friends” and my friend: “I have only friend” 

 

TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT 

 

Modes of travel and transport take  by + noun, without the: by air/sea/road; by 

car/plane/train etc. 

* The exception is on foot: We came on foot (not “walking”) 

 

ARRIVE 

 

arrive at (sitios pequeños: hoteles, estaciones, aeropuertos) y arrive in (sitios 

grandes: ciudades, países, etc.) 

 

LIE/LAY 

 

Lie is intransitive, lay is transitive. 

 They are lying on the beach. lie, lay, lain (lying) 

 He is laying his towel on the sand  lay, laid, laid (laying) 

 

EXPECT, HOPE, LOOK FORWARD TO, WAIT FOR 

 

Expect refers to what we think will happen (good or bad) in the future: I‟m expecting a 

letter from her soon/I expect to receive(/that I will receive) an answer soon/ Are they 

coming tomorrow? I expect  so. 

Hope refers to what we want to happen in the future (good) whether we think it will or 

not:We were hoping for better news/ I hope to see(/that I will see) them next week/I 

hope so. 

Look forward to means „expect to be pleased by…‟ combining the meanings of expect 

and hope.  Look forward to + verb in -ing. 

Wait is an activity, whereas the other verbs reflect states of mind. When the verb takes 

an object , it uses for:  Do you mind waiting (for him)? /They were waiting for the 

bus/ They have been waiting outside/to come in half an hour. 

 

SAY AND TELL 

 

1.  Say means „speak words‟. It has no personal object. Tell usually means „inform a 

person‟, and always has a personal object. 
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      „Hello‟, Paul said. 

     Tell cannot be used here hello is not information, and there is no personal object. 

     „There is a good film on at the Vistarama,‟ John said/told me. 

      John said/told me that there was a good film on at the Vistarama. 

2.  In reported commands we normally use tell with the infinitive: 

      Paul  told me not to open  the door.(Don‟t open the door) 

3.  Tell has other meanings: Tell (someone) a story/ the truth, tell the difference 

(between two things/people), tell the time (be able to read the time from a 

clock/watch) 

 

REMEMBER AND REMIND 

 

1.  Remember has two meanings:  

(1) „have the memory of‟: the verb form that follows will be a gerund: I don´t 

remember her address (where she lives)/I remember spending many 

happy holidays here. 

(2) „not forget‟: followed by a clause with that or an   infinitive: Remember  

that the Gonzalez are coming to dinner/Remember to post that letter. 

2.  Remind means „make someone remember‟ or „make someone not forget‟. In each  

case has a personal object: The picture reminds me of home/my sister. Remind me 

to post that letter. 

 

HAVE BEEN/GONE 

 

We use the present perfect of the verb be to describe journeys or visits we have made 

in the past when there is no past reference: 

Have you ever been to Villasana? (No, I‟ve never been there/Yes, I went there 

last year.) 

In such cases, it is always the case that the person concerned has returned. We only 

use the form has/have gone when the person is still on the journey: 

 Where is Mary? She‟s (not here. She`s) gone to the supermarket. 

 

EITHER/NEITHER/TOO 

 

Margie and Erika both work here (formal, written) 

Margie works here. Erika works here, too.(So does Erika) (informal, spoken) 

Neither Yuyi nor May works here. (formal, written) 

Yuyi doesn`t work here. May doesn’t work  here, either. (Nor does May) (Informal, 

spoken) 

 

TOO, ENOUGH 

 

This hotel is too expensive for us. 

That one is not big enough for a conference (enough + nombre ;  adjetivo o adverbio 

+ enough)  

I don‟t have enough money to pay the bill. 


